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 Notes from the desk of the Editor:  
 
With this issue we have an article from a new member, Ralph London in the USA. 
(London@imagina.com) Ralph collects mainly early wood and brass cameras from 
the 1840s to the early 1900s plus relevant catalogues and ads. A retired computer 
scientist living in Portland, Oregon, he contributes frequently to photohistory 
publications. For many years he edited the Cascade Panorama for the Cascade 
Photographic Historical Society. He also maintains an extensive topical collection 
of postage stamps on cameras and photography.  
When compiling an issue, I always try to maintain a good spread of interest 
throughout the articles. With the great input I have from members, I certainly have 
a wide selection to choose from. This will also be influenced by the time an article 
has been in hand (bearing in mind that it can often be up to close on 12-months for an item to appear) and that I will 
personally encourage a first time author by jumping the queue and getting their submission into print quickly. In our 
next issue, look for a great article from a new contributor, Michael Parker on Miranda.  
Committee Meetings:  Most of our committee meetings are held at the MRH prior to our normal meetings and our 
rules allow for any member to attend these and I would encourage you to do so. Although you cannot participate, you 
have the right to attend and see how your Society is being run on your behalf. Just contact either any committee member 
or myself for the date of the next committee meeting.   
Regards to all,   Ian Carron. Ed.  
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The Scénographe       Ralph London 

 
 

Desiring a compact, collapsible, lightweight, portable 
camera to go on a tripod for use with dry plates, Dr. 
Ernest Candèze, of Liège, Belgium, invented the 
Scénographe in 1874. For this pocket camera with 
struts, he obtained a French patent, number 102,784, 
on March 26,1874. The camera was manufactured by 
E. Deyrolle Fils [Sons] in Paris, France. [Auer, p. 
160] 
 
Biographical information on Candèze (1827-1898) 
comes mainly from Thomas Weynants: “Charles 
August Ernest Candèze was a medical doctor, 
zoologist, botanist and an entomologist. He was also 
one of the founding members of the Belgian 
Association of Photography. In 1882 Candèze 
became the first Belgian who experimented with 
photographs taken from a string-guided balloon.” 
[Weynants] He was also a noted Belgian inventor and 
president of the Belgian Association of Photography. 

[van Hasbroeck, p. 43] 
 
My camera with green bellows is an original model from 
about 1876. (Figure 1.) Mine with black bellows is a later 
model from about 1880. (Figure 2.) Both examples are made 
of polished wood, have a collapsible bag bellows of outer silk 
cloth with inner black lining, are half plate – 4¼ by 6½ 
inches – and have simple brass lenses with washer stops that 
slide for focusing. Shutters are not needed since lens caps are 
used for timing exposures. Each camera has a plate holder 
and a frame with the ground glass. Primitive wood 
construction and heavy paper dark slides are correct for the 
original camera as is more substantial wood for the later 
camera. [George Eastman House] (Figures 3 and 4.) The two 
cameras have similar wooden boxes for carrying. To replace 
the disintegrating silk outer covering on the later model, my 
wife Bobbi sewed a new black silk bellows cover, retaining 
the original inner lining. 

 

Figure 1. Original Scénographe model with green bellows. 
Struts are placed for a horizontal picture. 

 
Figure 2. Later Scénographe model with black 
bellows. Struts are placed for a vertical picture. 

Figure 3. Primitive plate holder and ground glass frame for original 
model. 

Figure 4. Elegant, more substantial plate holder and ground glass 
frame for later model. 
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The title page of the original instruction manual by Candèze, dated May 
1874, indicates his intended uses of the camera: “Pocket Camera. How to 
shoot album format views, stereoscopic views, portraits, reproductions of 
objects of any kind, at home, or walking and traveling.” [Weynants, 
translated from French] A tripod was necessary because the slow speed dry 
plates of the day required long exposure times. The cover page of his 
manual shows the camera on an unusual tripod. The tripod’s special head is 
part of a “walking-stick tripod” [Coe, p. 44] whose three legs of different 
diameters nest for carrying. (Figure 5.) Not surprisingly, the legs are rare.  
I have seen pictures of just one extant Scénographe that has its tripod legs.  
I know of no other with the legs. 

 
Using thin wood 
panels and thin brass sheets reduced the 
camera’s weight. Two wooden, trapezoidal-
shaped struts provide rigidity when the 
bellows is extended. The struts may be 
positioned between the lensboard and the back 
of the camera for either a horizontal or vertical 

picture. The top strut (not pictured) on the later camera is solid. The cut 
out, top strut on the original camera holds a wire plumb bob leveler and 
half of the viewfinder. The other half of the finder, a wire post, remains 
on the sliding lensboard. The bottom strut on both cameras has a tripod 
socket, as in Figure 2. 
 
The original model has SCENOGRAPHE in gold letters adorning one 
side. Two discs of pressed-metal are on each side of its lensboard and 
say: Scénographe Breveté No. 221 CDZ. Loiseau Fils Paris 
Concessionnaire. Breveté means patented, 221 is a serial number and 
perhaps CDZ is for Candèze. This model could take stereo pictures by 
using a notched, black cardboard septum and shifting the lensboard 

from side to side between the two separate exposures. (Figure 7.)  
 
The wooden box for carrying my original camera is marked, “H. 
Sépulchre,” with an address in Liège that still exists. The father, 
seated in the center of a Sépulchre family portrait outside their 
home, is holding what appears to be my camera. The son on the 
right later owned it until his death. Stamped below the picture are 
“Pepinster” and “Orinel-Franck.” Pepinster is a town about 20 
miles (30 kilometers) from Liège. Presumably Orinel-Franck is the 
photographer or studio name. (Figure 8.)  
 
I arranged to buy the later Scénographe by telephone. The seller 
and I agreed to meet in a parking lot halfway between our homes, 
which are about 180 miles apart (300 kilometers). I almost 
despaired ever seeing the seller. In the days before cell phones, it 
was certainly worth waiting for this treasure far beyond the agreed 

upon time. Bobbi and I created a display of my two Scénographe cameras for the Spring 2011 Puget 
Sound Show in Kent, Washington USA. This article is an expanded version of that display. 
 

References: 
Michel Auer, The Illustrated History of the Camera from 1839 to the Present, Translated and adapted by D.B. Tubbs, New York Graphic Society, 
1975. 
Brian Coe, Cameras: From Daguerreotypes to Instant Pictures, Crown Publishers, Inc., 1978. 
George Eastman House, “Cameras from ‘Language of Light,’ http://www.geh.org/fm/lol/htmlsrc/md529400001_ful.html 
Eaton S. Lothrop, Jr., A Century of Cameras, Morgan & Morgan, Inc., 1982. 
Paul-Henry van Hasbroeck, 150 Classic Cameras: From 1839 to the Present, Sotheby’s Publications, 1989.Thomas Weynants, Early Visual 
Media, http://www.visual-media.be/photo-ephemera.html 

Figure 5. Tripod Head. 

Figure 6. The Scénographe in use. 
The photographer holds the lens cap 
and uses his watch to time the 
exposure. The camera sits on a 
tripod with legs of three different 
diameters. Auer wonders if the 
photographer is Candèze. [Auer,  
p. 160] This image also appears in 
Lothrop’s book [Lothrop, p. 19]. 

 
Figure 7. The notched, black 

cardboard septum. 

 
Figure 8. Sépulchre family. portrait. 
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The CASCA cameras of 1948-49          Geoff Harrisson 

 
There were only two models of the Casca made by optical manufacturer Steinheil in Munich 
Germany and while their shape is very similar there are many differences between these two 
interesting cameras. With a heavy diecast body and large (for the time) viewfinder, lots of their 
features are quite individual and some are unique. (photo 1) 
 
The Casca I – Well you could say that it has very 
few features. Only six shutter speeds are available, 
from 1/25 to 1/1000, so there are no slow speeds. 
There is a B setting but no provision for a cable 
release. There is no flash synchronisation and no 
rangefinder. It has interchangeable lenses but you 
will need the accessory viewfinder when using 
them. Really it is basically just a very solid scale-
focussing 35mm camera. (photos 2 & 3) 

Priced in the USA at $320 it was quite expensive at the 
time, around the same price bracket as a Leica. Or you 
could have bought a Kine-Exakta for $279, an SLR 
camera that offered far more features. Interestingly in 
1948 USA a good new car cost about $1800. You 
could buy a Rolleiflex for $265, a 4x5 Speed Graphic 
for $249 and the new Polaroid 95 camera sold for $95. 
So the Casca I wouldn’t have been easy to sell. When 
the Casca II came onto the market soon afterwards it 
was better priced at $285. 
 
The Casca I 

lenses attach via a 37mm bayonet mount and have a gear-
toothed ring, which engages a gear wheel in the mount that 
rotates via another in the round housing on the front plate, 
which you use for focussing. (photos 4 & 5)  
 
The standard lens is a Culminar 5cm f2.8. Two other Culminar 
lenses were offered, an 8.5cm f2.8 and a 13.5cm f4.5, as well 
as a 3.5cm f4.5 Orthostigmat. 

 
(1) Casca II and Casca I with Culminar 5cm lenses. 

 
(2) Casca I with accessory viewfinder for  

3.5, 8.5 and 13.5 lenses. 
 

(3) Casca I showing the back panel styling. 

 (4) Geared lens mount on Casca I. 

(5) Focussing wheel on Casca I. 
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The film advance knob also serves as a rewind knob when lifted and a smaller knob by the shutter 
release is moved to engage rewind, a feature that involves a complex set of gears. There is a swing-
out foot on the base to enable the camera to stand level. Two buttons on the base need to be moved 
to first unlock and then open the back. (photos 6, 7 & 8) Common to both models are a focal-plane 
shutter with speeds set by a sliding bar on the rear, a top-hinged fully opening back, tripod socket, 
accessory shoe and fine leather covering. Also an individual lens mount that is not interchangeable 
between models and was never used by any other maker. 

The Casca II – Now this is almost another camera, as it 
has all the features that you would expect from a serious-
looking 35 and probably compared quite well on price and 
features with the market competition. (photo 9) 

 
It has a coupled rangefinder, with a moving spot in 
the viewfinder, which now can show frame lines (in 
bright red) for the 8.5 and 13.5 lenses; each is 
selected by a lever on the top plate. There are nine 
shutter speeds from 1/2 to 1/1000 and B, so slow 
speeds are now available but there is still no cable 
release socket. Film rewind is by a separate knob; 
rewind is selected by rotating a collar around the 
shutter release, which has a red dot that rotates as the 
film moves through. There is no swing-out foot on 
the base and only one button needed to unlock and 
open the back that is now without the metal circle 

trim in the 
leather. One 
button on the 
base unlocks and opens the back that is now without the 
metal circle trim in the leather. It has flash synchronisation 
via two sockets on the base with a selector knob to choose 
five types of synchro: Photoflash 50 Vakublitz 1.2.M1 / 
Synchro-Press 5.11.22 / Speed Midget SM / Elektroflash / 
Focal Plane 31 Vakublitz M1. And as an option you could 
have an additional PC outlet on the front plate (shown in 
photo 1). Choices!  

 

(6) Top plates and shutter speed selector bar. 

 
(7) Bottom plate details. 

(8) Hinged back fully open.

 
(9) Casca II with f2 Quinon 5cm lens. 

(10) Ball bearing lens mount on Casca II. 
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The lenses now use a quite different and again unique method of mounting; a circular groove has 
three opposing pairs of ball bearings, which engage detents in the lens mount. (photo 10)  
A very small rotation of about 10mm only is required 
to seat the lens into place. A new faster standard lens, 
the Quinon 5cm f2 was introduced and the same three 
other lenses as before now came in this mount. 
(photo 11) 
 
Focussing these is by the conventional way of turning 
a ring around the lens mount and the 5cm lenses do 
not rotate. Two small knobs are helpfully provided on 
the 5cm and 3.5cm lenses. When focussing you turn 
them clockwise but with the 8.5 and 13.5 lenses you 
turn the ring anti-clockwise; strange! An accessory 
viewfinder (with parallax correction, unlike the built-

in frame finder) was available for using with the 3.5cm lens. 
(photo 12) Both Steinheil viewfinders continued to be made 
and sold as an accessory for use on other makes of cameras, 
some are even branded with other names. One variation of the 
3.5 finder also has a 5cm frame line. 
 
Steinheil offered a very nice zippered leather outfit case for 
the model II. Lined in green suede leather it had 
compartments to fit the camera with standard lens, the 3.5, 8.5 
and 13.5 lenses, the 3.5 viewfinder, a lens hood, three 
containers of film, a lens cap and four filters. There is a 
tasselled cord in each filter slot for easy removal and 
identification, as they are individually coloured red, green, 
yellow and white. Neat! (photo 13) 
 
 
 
 

The large Casca viewfinder makes the 
camera very nice to use when compared 
with those two other fine rangefinder 35’s of 
the time: Leica and Contax. The Leica M3 
with bigger finder and framelines was not 
on the market until 1954. The Casca shutter 
fires smoothly and quietly much like a 
Leica. One reference says that Leitz claimed 
some patent infringements were made by 
Steinheil with the Casca, and with a change 
of ownership of the company, camera 
manufacture ceased after only two years and 
two models. With a total production of 
probably less than 2000 units the Casca is a 
fairly scarce camera. The camera’s name 
likely came from Carl August von Steinheil 
Camera.  
 
The Steinheil company continued on as a lens maker into the 1970s producing optics for scientific 
and photographic use including enlarging lenses, projection lenses and binoculars Their lenses can 
be found fitted as standard to several cameras including the Paxette, Ilford Sportsman, Adox, 
Dollina, Dignette and Edixa; they also made their lenses in mounts to fit the Exacta and Leica 
screwmount. 

 
(11) 13.5cm and 8.5cm Culminar lenses. 

(12) Casca II with Orthostigmat 3.5cm 
lens and accessory viewfinder. 

 
(13) Steinheil outfit case. 
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Carl Schleussner (1830-1899) studied chemistry at the University of Heidelberg in Germany, for 
one year with Robert Wilhelm Bunsen (1811-1899) who gave his name to the Bunsen burner and 
the Bunsen action meter. He was awarded a PhD in chemistry in 1857. The young Dr.C.Schleussner 
moved to Frankfurt am Main in 1860 and, in the same year, married Elise Rinn who was the 
daughter of a sealing wax manufacturer. He obtained a permit to install a ‘’pharmaceutical 
laboratory’’ in the house op his in-laws, at no 18 on Romerberg Street, and that was the beginning. 
Besides research into pharmaceuticals, he investigated photographic processes. In those days 
photographers used wet plates. That means that the photographic emulsion was applied to the 
photographic plate shortly before taking the picture. Therefore, the photographer usually had a 
small tent in his equipment so as to do that task in the required darkness. 
The thousands of pictures exposed during the Civil War by Matthew Brady (1823-1896) and his 
crew were done by this wet plate process. 
 
In 1871 the English chemist Maddox discovered dry plates. The photographic glass plates were 
coated with an emulsion incorporating the light sensitive mixture in gelatine. 
When Dr. C. Schleussner started in business, his first products were the chemicals needed for the 
wet collodion process. When the dry plate process was developed he began manufacturing Gelatine 
Emulsion plates for the German market in 1879. He began exporting to Austria and the USA in 
1880, and by 1881, to many other countries. The result was that in 1890 the Dr. C. Schleussner Dry 
Plates with their yellow label were famous the world over. 

 
Schleussner also made glass plates especially for 
Dr.Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen in those days. 
There does still exist a letter, dated in Würzburg on 
May 13th 1896, wherein Dr. Röntgen thanks Dr. 
Schleussner for a recent shipment of plates to him 
and remarks that those plates had been faultless. In 
the same letter he goes on to inquire whether it 
would be possible to make plates with a thicker, or 
more concentrated, silver salt coating because he had 
found that “too many x-rays pass unused’’ through 
the plates then available. 

Dr. C. Schleussner did not live long enough to enjoy the great success of his work. A year after his 
death Dr. Immelmann published his Roentgen Atlas of 1900, which became a standard work, wrote 
that he employed Dr. Schleussner plates exclusively “for they are the best in quality”. And the first 
Roentgen Congress, in 1905, demonstrated the Schleussner plates dominated the world market. 
Dr. Carl Schleussner was the founder of the Schleussner dynasty. His sons, Friedrich and Carl 
Mortitz, succeeded him. Friedrich was more interested in the pharmaceutical part of the enterprise 
with the result that the name Carl Moritz Schleussner (1868-1943) became more prominent. He 
introduced a roll film in 1903 and participated in the financially disastrous German Cinema 
Corporation, which produced the first artistic moving pictures in Europe. In 1909 he published the 
Röntgen Handbook. Official records indicate that in 1910 about 90% of the German export of 
Roentgen materials, were made by the Schleussner company. 
 
The third generation took over the leadership in 1920, in the person of Carl Adolf Schleussner 
(1895-1959). He soon changed the company into a family-owned joint-stock venture, with himself 

ADOX 
Han Fokkelman 
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as president, with the result that it became easier to obtain money for expansion that became 
necessary. In 1922 he patented the new generation of Röntgen plates, in 1924 came the X-ray paper 
and the X-ray films. 
 
The amateur market was developing too. They 
had a lot of chemicals and papers in their 
programme. Auroton and Soloton were 
chemicals to colour the picture. The last gave 
the picture a golden look. There was a 
developer that made the picture easier to be 
colour painted with water-paint. In 1926 they 
joined the photographic dealers at the exchange 
in Frankfurt as “The well- known factory of 
plates”. 
 
But the time in Frankfurt was over. In 1927 they started the production at Neu-Isenburg and there, 
in 1931, they built a factory for the film-bearers. From that moment Schleussner was totally self-
supporting in the whole process of manufacturing photographic materials. Even the film-bearers 
were sold and exported. The amateur part of the enterprise got more attention. In 1933 they 
introduced the “Schleussner Tempo Gold’’ film with a sensibility of 25 Scheiner/ 15/10 Din. The 
Photo magazines were very pleased with the fine grain. The “Olympan” roll film was for the 
Olympic games in Berlin, in 1936, and in 1938 they had one of the larger display stands at the 
Leipzig fair. It is worth remembering that at that time Germany had a lot of film producing 
factories. Names such as: Agfa, Eisenberger, Herzog, Krantz, Lomberg, Mimosa, Perutz, 
Schleussner and Tura are to be found in many photographic magazines of that day. 
 
The Wirgin brothers opened their camera factory in 1920. They manufactured cameras of a good 
quality but their problem was: they were Jewish. In 1939 they fled to the US. Normally the factory 
should be closed, but they had a lot of non-Jewish workers, so the government ordered (sorry: 
asked) the Schleussner family to take over the factory under de Schleussner name. 
The Auto roll film cameras were named as: Adox 6x9, Sport, Tempo and Trumpf. The Edinex 
series was called: Adrette. The name Adox was simply engraved. When the war was over the 
Wirgin brothers got the factory back. One stayed in the US, the other worked in Germany. The 
Edixa reflex became their best-known camera-line. 

 
In wartime Adox was still producing X-ray materials, 
needed by the army and the bombed cities. The great 
disaster was in 1942, on December 21st, as Allied 
bombers destroyed 90% of the Schleussner plant at Neu-
Isenburg. The firm’s archive was lost too. They soon 
began rebuilding but that needed a lot of money so it 
was necessary to improve the product image. 
They started with a new name. As the Eldest (Alteste) 
German (Deutsche) Original X-ray film-factory was the 
name ’’ADOX’’ easy to find. ‘’Adox’’ became in 1947 
the official name of the firm. 
 

Carl Adolf stayed on as director until 1952 when he became disabled by a car accident, which 
occurred in Brazil where he had gone to set up a new plant. He was succeeded by the fourth 
generation of the Schleussners, Carlfried and his younger brother Hans. Both were PhDs in 
chemistry but they had different interests. 
 
Adox was still growing. Different films appeared for the Black and White sector and the Adox 14, 
17, 21 and 25 Din films became well known for their very fine grain. They began using their 35 mm 
emulsion for their roll films, which was great news at the time. Alongside it appeared 8 and 16 mm 

Adox Adrette 
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movie films and 35 mm cinema film. They also introduced a complete range of chemicals in which 
the film developer E 10 was very successful. 
 
Adox was one of the first to succeed in making printing and enlarging papers that gave the same 
good result with different exposure times in combination with different developer times. You did 
not need another paper any more; this was the starting point for the development of the paper for the 
automatic printing machines later. Besides the black and white film sector, they fabricated colour 
negative and colour positive films including the chemicals that were required. The then well known 
German photographer, Willy Beutler became the greatest enthusiast fan of the Adox colour negative 
film developer. 
 
In the thirties and forties many people preferred to use 
the film that carried the same brand as their cameras. 
As a film manufacturer Adox needed to sell cameras 
too, but it was too early to start their own camera 
factory, so we find a lot of cameras from other factories 
under the Adox name. After the war there were a lot of 
beginning factories that needed buyers, and one of them 
was the factory that made the “Perlux”, a simple 35 mm 
camera. It had a Staeble Kataplast 45 mm f2.8 lens and 
Prontor S shutter. It got a Vario shutter in 1952. In the 
beginning of 1953 it changed the name to  “Adox 35” 
and later the Adox 35 CPS appeared with a Prontor S shutter and a Steinheil Cassar 45 mm f 2.8 
lens. 

 
From Hermann Wolf G.m.b.H., at 
Wuppertal Elberfeld, Adox bought a 
simple Bakelite camera. It was a 6 x 6 
box type that we can find with three 
different names: Adox 66, Luxa 66 and 
Gevabox from Gevaert Belgium. The 
Adox Blitz appeared in the US. It was the 
Adox 66 with a 75mm f6.3 lens and was 
unknown in Europe. 
 

In 1953 Adox started his own camera production at 
Wiesbaden, the city where Wirgin also produced 
cameras. In the first years they made only folding 
cameras. Wirgin did not make this type any more, which 

The 35mm Perlux. 

Adox 66 and Gevabox. 

The Sport 1A. 

Camera assembly in the factory. 
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is rather odd because most of the manufacturers included folding cameras in their range in those 
days. The advertising slogan that Adox used for as long as they produced cameras was: “Simple, 
solid and for a reasonable price”. 
 
The 6 x 9 cm folding camera series began with the Adox START. It was a simple camera with a 
Vario shutter and Steinheill Cassar f4.5-10.5 cm lens. Beside it came the SPORT series: 
 
                                       Lens                                             Shutter 
Sport O           Schneider Radionar 105 mm f 4,5            Vario 
Sport IA          Steinheil  Cassar 105 mm   f 4,5              Pronto + selftimer 
Sport IIA         Steinheil  Cassar 105 mm  f 4,5              Prontor-S 
Sport IIB         Schneider Radionar 105 mm  f 4,5            Prontor-S 
Sport IIIA        Steinheil  Cassar  105mm  f 4,5             Prontor SV 
The Sport RED was identical to the IIIA 
but the covering was wine-red. 
The Sport IA, IIA, IIB ands IIIA could 
also make 6 x 6 pictures by use of a 
mask. There is an extra red window on 
the back. The Sport O can be used the 
same way for sixteen 4.5 x 6 cm 
pictures. 
 
To the 6 x 6 cm picture came the GOLF 
series: 
                                         Lens                                Shutter 
Golf 63                        Adoxar  75mm- f6.3          Vario 
Gollf 63 S                    Adoxar  75 mm  f6.3          Pronto + self timer 
Golf  I                          Cassar  75 mm   f4.5           Pronto 
Golf II                          Cassar  75 mm   f4.5           Prontor S 
Golf IV                         Cassar 75 mm    f3.5          Prontor S 
Golf 45 S                     Adoxar  75mm   f4.5          Pronto + self timer 
Range Golf I                Cassar  75 mm   f4.5           Pronto 
Range Golf II               Cassar 75 mm    f4.5           Prontor S 
Range Golf IV             Cassar  75 mm   f3.5          Prontor S 
 
The Range Golf cameras had a non-coupled rangefinder. 
Both series were done in production in 1953. In 1958 appeared the last model, the Golf 45 S. 
There has been a Golf I A. 
 
Adox introduced the nicest camera they ever built, the Adox 300, 
in 1956 when black and white photography was giving way to 
colour. Some photographers found that one subject might be 
better taken on B & W while the next might be better in colour. 
Mostly they used two cameras but Adox offered the changing 
magazine, which could be removed and replaced into the camera 
without any problem. A system pioneered by the Kodak Ektra, 
1941. The film counter was, of course, situated on this cassette. 
The camera itself had the newly designed Steinheill Casssar 
f2.8/45 mm, or the Schneider Xenar f2.8/45 mm, which made it 
more expensive. 
 
The built-in exposure meter was the Bewi Automat. Pressing the 
button gave an immediate reading of the light value, but that was 
all it did, it was not coupled to the shutter. The big handle on the 
front had two functions, to transport the film and to tension the shutter. 

Golf 63 and Golf II. 

Adox 300. 
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This made it possible to take a number of shots in succession without removing the camera from the 
eye. Motor drives were not in mass production in those days and manufacturers sought other ways 
to achieve its effects. One notable feature of this camera is that beside the name of Adox we see 
“Dr. C. Schleussner Fotowerke” engraved thereon. It is the only camera that bears the name 
Schleussner. Was it intended to be the first of more expensive cameras? If so, they never came. 
The production of the magazines was the weakest point of the manufacturing. They were not able to 
produce enough good working magazines to the amateurs who wanted a second magazine. Probably 
they asked Leitz to produce some magazines for them, so sometimes we find these magazines with 
the Leitz name on it, and nobody can tell us why. 

 
In the mean time the films were improved. To get the grain as 
fine as possible they introduced the single layer film. The 
normal procedure had been to coat the film twice, with the 
first emulsion somewhat slower to prevent overexposing. 
Adox preferred to do it all in one coating, on the principle that 
less silver gives less grain. 
 
With the positive colour films they were unlucky. The best in 
quality, and most popular, positive film in Europe, was the 
Agfachrome CT 18. Adox devised a way of making a positive 
film with a higher quality but had one problem: they had to 
use an Agfa patent. Agfa refused to sell anything of its rights 
with the result that production became impossible. 
In 1958 their IDOS film appeared. It was a dosis film for the 
investigation to people who had been in contact with 
radiation. In the same year Adox announced the 

COLORMETER to quickly and precisely determine the filter numbers for enlarging colour 
negatives. 
 
Adox could gain publicity by demonstrating that, as a new camera manufacturer, it was not bound 
by traditional methods of camera construction. The Adox POLO series of 35 cameras appeared in 
1959. They made news because the camera body and back were made of a special kind of plastic. 
The idea was that a light camera was easier to keep still than a heavier one. 
The POLO series began 
with the simple Polo-0. 
It had an Adoxar 45 
mm f3.5 lens and a 
shutter similar to the 
Vario, with speeds 
1/30, 1/60 and 1/125 
sec. Adox stated that 
they made this shutter 
in their own factory. It 
worked well but had 
one fault: if you 
changed your mind 
about taking a photo 
after the button is some 
pressed to the exposure 
point the shutter will 
open for about 1/25 sec. 
without blocking the 
transport. Then the next 
photo fails of course. 

Adox flash unit.

The Polo series: Polo O, IB,  
Polomat-I and Polomatic 3. 
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This camera, with its large viewfinder, was at that time one of the cheapest 35 mm cameras in 
Europe. 
 
The Polo-0 was followed by: 
 
                                    Lens                   Shutter 
Polo I            Isconar  45 mm f2.8                  Vario 
Polo I S         Radionar L  45 mm  f2.8            Pronto 
Polo I B         Adoxar   45 mm       f 3.5           Prontor 125 with an uncoupled exposure meter. 
This v camera appeared in 1964 when the Polo series was out of production. Probably they made 
this model to sell the parts of the Polo 0 that was unmarketable. 
 
Polomat I       Radionar L  45 mmm f 2.8             Pronto LK 
Polomat I S    Radionar L  45 mm    f 2.8             Prontormat 
Polomatic 2   Radionar L  45 mm    f 2.8              Prontorlux 
Polamatic 3   Radionar L  45 mm    f 2.8              Prontomatic 
The ‘L’ was to show that the element Lanthan was used in the optical glass. 
 
The Polo series became successful, 
200,000 units were sold in 18 months. 
 
In 1960 Adox was regarded as second 
only to Agfa in Germany. They were 
inventive: Adox was the first with a 
weekend film, a 35 mm colour slide film 
for 15 exposures and it was years before 
Kodak introduced their first 12 exposures 
film. They were early in sponsoring too. 
Visitors to the Frankfurt zoo could admire 
the young lions ‘Adoxa’ and ‘Adoxina’.  
The firm’s greatest day was May 7th 1960. 
On that day the world’s oldest 
photographic products manufacturer had 
been in existence for 100 years. Adox 
marked the occasion with a donation to 
the Holiday fund for the children of 
Berlin. 
But it was still a family enterprise. The 
chef of the film factory was married with 
a photo model, and on many of their 
advertisements you could admire her. 
 
At the same time their production too was 
at its peak. The new fully automatic 
developing machines for Röntgen films, the Neomat 60 and the Neomat 120 with the capacity of 60 
and 120 films per hour, were successful. There were 2000 employees at Adox, in the headquarters 
in Frankfurt and in de factories at Neu-Isenburg,  Wiesbaden, Köln and Schaafheim/Odenwald. 
Adox produced 71% of the Röngen film materials exported by Western Germany. 
 
But the future was not so sunny. The B&W film market was declining as colour films gained 
popularity. On the colour market were Agfa, Fuji and Kodak the heavy weights and Adox was 
already a distance behind them. The Japanese camera industry was advancing but the greatest 
danger came from the USA. It was at the time that American companies were buying parts of 
European industries. The French president Charles de Gaulle was very angry for he was afraid for 
the independence of the European industry. Industrials in other countries were worried too. 

15-exp film.
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3M bought the Italian Ferrania and some little French factories. Steinheill was taken over. Agfa and  
Gevaert saw the risks and merged as Agfa-Gevaert. Du Pont knocked on the Adox door. The 
attraction of Adox was its large share of the market for Röngen materials in Europe and the US. 
Dupont was not interested in amateur consumer products. 
The press, on Oct. 2nd 1962, brought the news that E. I. Dupont de Nemours and Company had 
taken over the Adox  photo works and the other plants where photo products were produced by the 
Schleussner group. Adox would go on. 
 
The two directors Dr. C. and Dr. H. Schleussner were joined by Mr. J. Roy Kelly while Mrs. I. 
Schleussner remained involved in the direction too. Du Pont did not take over the other chemical 
plants of the Schleussner group, which continued production. 
 
The new products that they would bring out had cost too much in preparation to close Adox. In 
1963 the Adox slide projectors appeared. The 300M with a 220v 300w G17Q lamp and the 800M 
with a 12v 100w projection glass lamp. They were mechanical automats. Their controls were 
connected to the slide projectors by a kind of flexible wire release with a length of 5 ft. If you press 
the button, the next slide comes. If you turn the button the lens will be focussed. The beauty of this 
construction was that they are still working today. These projectors could be used for 4 x 4 slides, 
but you had to use other optical condensers. The lenses were: Adox Maginon 85 mm f2.8,  Adox 
Maginon 100mm  f2.8 and the ZOOM Maginon  85-150 mm f 2.8. The production of the 300M 
stopped before long but the 800 M stayed in production until 1966. 
 
1964 was the year of the new 35 mm camera series that adopted the well-known name:  
Adox GOLF 
                                          Lens                            Shutter 
Golf I                   Adoxar   45 mm  f3.5     Prontor 125                        
Golf I A               Adoxon  45 mm  f2.8     Prontor 125         
Golf II A              Adoxon  45 mm f2.8      Pronormatic 125 and coupled exposure meter 
Golf III A            Radionar L 45mm f2.8   Prontor 500 LK 
Golf I A Rapid    Adoxon  45 mm  f2.8      Prontor 125, for 12 exp. using the Rapid cartridge only. 
 

In the same year Adox stopped with the production 
of all his colour materials. 
The last new product that was developed by Adox 
appeared in 1966. It was a new cine film for 16 
mm and 35 mm. This high-grade film was as 
negative film 160 ASA and as positive film 320 
ASA. It came on the market under the name Du 
Pont 932. 
The only products that were sold under the Adox 
name were the B & W roll films and 35 mm films: 
14, 17 and 21 Din. 
The camera factory was closed. The Hedler firm 
took over the production of the Adox 800M slide 
projector, in 1968. They changed the name to 
Hedler 800 H, for the lamp was now the halogen 
12v 100w. 
The B & W film production was sold to EFKE, 
Fotokemica, in Croatia. 
To- day EFKE still produce these quality products 
of the sixties. 
The address of the Du Pont business is: 
Schleussner Street at Neu Isenburg. The Adox 
name is gone, but Schleussner still exists. Adox Golf Ia.
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April Meeting       Ian Carron 
 
Our meeting was preceded by a 
committee meeting, for which most of 
us arrived at 9.30am. Three were unable 
to attend, Kevin Saunders was still 
overseas, as was Ken Anderson in 
Tasmania and Andrew Huntley who, for 
personal reasons, will also not be able to 
renominate for Vice President.  
The committee meeting commenced on 
time, the various reports were presented, 
business discussed and problems solved! 
(?) Then a belated sleeving of the March 
Back Focus commenced, many members 
receiving their issue during the 
following meeting.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This meeting centred on a “show and tell” and Alan led the charge, principally with the story of 
how he has just acquired a Canon lens, after 18-years of patient searching, the rare f2.2 version. My 
heart blipped as I thought I had at least one of these at home! (As soon as I got home and checked 
my collection, they were two Canon cameras with f1.2 lenses! Dammit! Can’t win them all!) He 
also included the history of the 1961 Canon 7 rangefinder variations with the 50mm f0.95 lens.  
 
Paul Ewins showed a Super Speed Graphic of 1961 in lovely condition, which he uses, including on 
a recent field trip. This camera is fitted with an after market tilt-shift back adaptor, for which Paul 
has the original paperwork patent application.  
 
Keith Baker then exhibited an early American Wing Camera from 1861, which he bought at a 
recent Joel’s auction and then spent some time restoring.  
 
After a coffee break, during which time the sell and haggle tables seem to be doing a good business, 
we settled back for a video show using Alan’s new ‘hassle free’ video recorder. An interesting 
documentary, ‘Earth from Above’ was the main presentation.  

A good attendance on such a fine day. 

Paul Ewins with his Super Speed Graphic Keith Baker explains the 1861 Wing.  
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A.G.M. June 2011            Ian Carron 
 
With a total of 37 members present, our June 
AGM was well attended. It was preceded with a 
committee meeting, the details of which are too 
lengthy to report on here, but any member 
wishing to read up on, just email me (email 
address on page 2) and I’ll gladly send you a copy 
of the minutes.  
 
After receiving the minutes of the previous AGM, 
reports from the president, secretary and treasurer, 
I also passed a vote of thanks to all members for 
the quality of articles contributed to Back Focus, 
allowing me to maintain such a good standard of 
content.  

 

All committee positions were then 
declared vacant and, with one change, 
all were returned to their current 
positions. The change involved that of 
Vice President, now being filled by 
Andrew Korlaki. Andrew Huntley, 
after 14-years of dedicated service to 
our Society has had to stand down 
due to business and family pressures, 
feeling that he could no longer spare 
the time to fulfil his duties as he 
would wish. I would take this 
opportunity to thank Andrew on 
behalf of all our members for the 
years of service he has given to us 
and wish him well for the future.  
 

Three new members have also joined our committee, Kevin Saunders, bringing with him a solid 
business background. Kevin has also taken on the role of Market Organiser. Bob Showers and Chris 
Ephgrave were also welcomed aboard and their input at future committee meetings should also 
prove beneficial.  

Andrew Huntley surrounded by his 
beloved Bolex collection. 

 
Above and left: Part of our general assembly.  

Part of our committee with new member, Chris Ephgrave rear left. 
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Letters to the Editor: 
 
Hi Ian,  
 
Congratulations on the latest issue - I particularly enjoyed Brian Howden's comprehensive article on 
Weston. I have owned several Weston meters over the years, and used the Master II, III, and IV 
professionally – I’ve always had a soft spot for these units, which always worked in conditions 
where no sane person would be out taking photographs! Keep up the good work. 
 
Regards, Ian McKenzie. # 223  
 
(Brian’s excellent article seems to have proved most popular, eliciting some direct comments also which he sent to me. 
(See below.) One unexpected result was the most generous donation of a Weston model he did not have which came 
from member Ron Spencer, for which he was most appreciative.  Ed. ) 
 
Hi Brian, 
 
That is a great article on Weston light meters. As I have a small collection, I have noted the 
extensive range of meters and like you have been tempted to get more, but have run out of space to 
show them properly. Well done! Adrian Elshout.   # 233 
 
Hello Brian, 
  
I've just finished reading your article on Weston; well done for all the info and pictures. Well done 
also for collecting all those!   Geoff Harrisson.  # 109 
 
Dear Ian, 
 
To day I received Back Focus with the magnificent article about the Westons. “An interesting bit of 
history” took my attention and I asked myself what Kadlubek has to tell. From 1948 till 1959 was 
the factory called ’’VEB Zeiss Ikon’’ VEB means: Folks Own Enterprise. The Ercona was 
produced between 1949 and 1956. The lenses were the Novar f4.5/110mm, the Tessar and the 
Novonar. As shutter the Compur and the Junior were used. The camera could be used for 6 x 9 cm 
and 6 x 6 cm. In 1956 appeared the “Ercona II” also called “Exona”. The lenses were the Novenar 
f4.5/105mm and the Tessar f3.5/105mm. The shutters were the Priomat and the Tempor. The Junior 
shutter was used for some Ercona II cameras, not for the Exona. How long these last cameras were 
in production is unknown. Cheers:  Han Fokkelman. # 440 
 
Ian,  
 
Issue No. 80 of Back Focus arrived yesterday (Friday for me).  It looks like an excellent issue. 
Follow up email Yes; my initial reaction does carry through to a closer inspection. The Weston 
story is well researched. Ralph London.  # 268 
 
Ian,  
 
my sincere congratulations in the work you do on Back Focus. I know of no 
other enthusiast publication produced as a desktop publication to such a 
high and professional standard. The Society owes you a great debt for your 
expertise and the obvious time each issue takes to compile. Graham 
Harmer. # 106  
 
Apology from the Editor: In the Vale on our rear cover last month, I 
somehow omitted the last name of John Cato! (Right.) He would of course 
be well known to most of our readers but my sincere apology for this lapse.  
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THE MYSTERIES OF FLASH SYNCHRONISATION 
 Herb Parker 

 
Those of us who took up photography in relatively recent years, with “auto everything” cameras 
and cheap (and often “built in”) electronic flash may wonder about those “X”, “M” and “FP” flash 
contacts on some of the older cameras dating from the 1950’s and 1960’s. What did they mean? 
Why were they necessary? 
 
Flash of course has been with us for a long time. We have all seen (at least in the movies) 
“magnesium flash” being used. Electronic flash units have been around for many years. The early 
ones, unfortunately, were not only prohibitively expensive, but in the days before transistors they 
used valves, so that they were heavy, cumbersome (with heavy, wet cell batteries) and of relatively 
low power.  
 
It was only when flash bulbs appeared (effectively around 
1950) that flash photography became accessible to the average 
amateur. When I first took up photography in the late 50’s 
electronic flash was still a relatively expensive luxury, and 
“flash guns” using flash bulbs were the way to go. The early 
“plain” flash bulbs were for use with B&W or “artificial light” 
colour film, and later they came with a blue coating to make 
them suitable for use with daylight film. All used a battery to 
“fire” thin coils of magnesium wire, and all were coated with 
plastic so that the people being photographed would not be 
sprayed with bits of hot glass from an exploding bulb. We all 
worked with “guide numbers” at that time. Each flash bulb had 
a “guide number” when used with film of a given film speed, 
and there were “metric guide numbers” and “imperial guide 
numbers”. The idea was really quite simple; you divided the 
guide number by the distance to the subject (in metres or feet, 
which is why there were two sets of guide numbers) to give the 
correct aperture. Thus say you used a bulb with (metric) guide 
number 30, and subject was 4 metres away, the correct aperture 
was 30/4 = 7.5, or in practice f8. 
 
By the mid 1960’s, with the widespread use of 
transistorisation, electronic flash units became more affordable 
and acceptably powerful, and eventually of course many 
cameras had them built in. The Voigtländer Vitrona in 1964 
was the world’s first such camera, with a battery pack housed 
in a separate “handle” fitted to the base of the camera. In recent years I have managed to pick up 
perfectly usable electronic flash units at flea markets for $1 and $2. 
 
I am not “trying to teach photographers who know more than I do to suck eggs”, but for the benefit 
of those who took up photography after my era I thought it was worth explaining just how the 
different types of flash worked, and why different forms of synchronization were necessary. 
 
To start with we have to understand the different types of shutters, and how they work, and the 
different types of flash, and in turn how they work. 
 
Let’s start with the easy part, shutters. We all know there are two basic types, blade shutters and 
focal plane shutters (I will ignore rarer types, such as guillotine shutters or gravity shutters). A blade 
shutter works more or less like an iris diaphragm in that it opens, stays fully open for a given 
interval of time, and then closes again. Focal plane shutters work differently for slow and fast 

The Voigtländer Vitrona of 1964 with 
its large battery pack handle. 
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speeds. They have two blinds, which can travel either horizontally or vertically, depending on the 
camera/shutter. At “slow” speeds (usually up to 1/60 or 1/125, depending on the camera/shutter) 
one blind opens, the shutter is fully open for an interval (only an instant at the fastest “slow” speed), 
and then the second blind moves across and closes the shutter again. At “fast” speeds the two blinds 
move across the focal plane together with a slit between them. As the shutter speed increases the 
blinds don’t actually move any faster, but the slit between them becomes narrower. At, say, 1/500 
of a second this means that it might take 1/60 of a second for the slit to move across the full focal 
plane, but each part of the film is exposed for only 1/500 of a second (this is why the German name 
for a focal plane shutter is “Schlitzverschluss” or slit shutter). In practice this works perfectly well, 
but of course it means that at “fast” speeds the shutter is never fully open. 
 
This leads to an interesting possibility many photographers may never have thought about. For 
example, let’s say you are using an SLR with the Copal vertical travel metal shutter (in which the 
blinds move from top to bottom) to photograph a racehorse traveling left to right at 1/500 of a 
second. From the time the slit starts moving to when it stops the horse will have traveled some 
distance, so the image will show the head where it was when the slit first started moving, and the 
feet where they were when it finished, some distance to the right. The result is a “backward 
sloping” image of the horse (or “forward sloping” if you hold the camera upside down). This can be 
used to create some interesting effects, and we have all seen them, but perhaps not quite understood 
how it was done. 
 
But back to flash and synchronization. Let’s start with electronic flash, which is the most common 
form of flash, and easiest to understand. The duration of electronic flash, for all practical purposes, 
is instantaneous (less then 1/1000 second – which of course is why it can be used so effectively to 
stop fast action in some circumstances, i.e. insects in the dark). That means the shutter must be fully 
open at the moment the flash fires, and “X” synchronization does just that – it fires the flash the 
instant the shutter is fully open.  Blade shutters of course are fully open at some point at all speeds, 
and therefore will synchronize with electronic flash at all speeds. That in turn is one of their 
advantages, especially when using “fill in flash” for portraiture. 
 
An FP shutter of course is only ever fully open at one of the “slow” speeds, which are usually 
marked on the shutter speed dial in some way, i.e. red, indicating that the camera will synchronize 
with electronic flash at those speeds. With “X” synchronization the flash will fire at the instant the 
shutter is fully open. Unfortunately at “fast” speeds the shutter is never fully open, so it cannot be 
synchronized with electronic flash. There is a way around this, using “FP” flash bulbs, of which 
more below. 

 
Flash bulbs work differently 
to electronic flash. When 
first fired they build up to 
maximum intensity over a 
small but finite interval, 
burn at maximum intensity 
for a period, and then the 
light intensity dies down 
again. The entire process 
usually takes around 1/30 of 
a second, but the period of 
maximum intensity is much 
shorter.  
“M” synchronization fires 
the flash a fraction early, so 
that the time interval when 

the shutter is fully open coincides with the interval when the flash is at maximum intensity. Fig 1 
does not pretend to be absolutely accurate, but it gives the general idea. This explains why, with 

Fig. 1.  
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blade shutters, either M or X can be used at 1/30 
to fire a flashgun. At faster speeds, say 1/60, the 
flash bulb would still have half its “life” to go 
when the shutter closes again, and that is why 
“M” must be used at speeds above 1/30. 
Electronic flash of course, being instantaneous, 
can be used at any speed with blade shutters. 
 
Where an FP shutter has “M” synchronization it 
works much the same way, i.e. the bulb is fired 
in such a way that the shutter is fully open when 
the bulb is burning at maximum intensity. 
 
But some FP shutters also have an “FP” socket, 
and this is a little more complicated. “FP” 
synchronization was intended for use with 
special “FP” flash bulbs, which maintained a 
longer and very uniform maximum intensity. 
Thus, when the shutter was fired at a “fast” 
speed, the FP bulb would burn at its maximum 
intensity for the entire period the slit was moving 
across the focal plane, so that all parts of the film 
received the same exposure. Again Fig 1 

illustrates the principle. It means that, with FP flash bulbs, flash can be used at any shutter speed. 
But there is an added complexity, because the slit width varies as shutter speed increases. For 
example at 1/500 of a second the slit will only be ¼ the width it would be at 1/125. Therefore, even 
though the flash intensity is the same at either speed, four times as much light gets to the film at 
1/125 compared to 1/500. Years ago I did use FP bulbs with my old Pentax SV, but they were quite 
costly and so complicated to use that I did not persevere for long. To my mind FP synchronization 
is a specialized area, for use by professionals perhaps, but of little more than academic interest for 
the rest of us. 
 
And there it is. I have tried to explain it as simply as I could, but if I have caused more confusion 
than I started with I can only apologise. Let us be thankful for the relatively inexpensive and easy to 
use electronic flash units on the market today, whether they are built in or separate, which make life 
a lot less complicated. 

 
Typical FP flash bulbs. The ES base types were as large 

as 100w light globes. 

 
A modern, vertical focal plane shutter from Copal as used in 

many 35mm cameras and which allowed a much higher flash 
synch speed than the horizontal type, compared to the early 

forerunner of this design on the right. 
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….A Thornton Pickard Vest Pocket!
                 Lyle Curr. 
 

 
One of the first cameras any budding collector learns to recognize is the Thornton Pickard. 
As you read those two words, “Thornton Pickard”, I don’t even have to ask you what picture 
popped into your head.…………. 
It may have been an Imperial or a Royal Ruby, or any of the other similar cameras made by the 
famous British factory, but odds are it was one of these………….  

The classic “old” camera, the one non collectors 
always ask about, “Have you got one of those, you 
know where you have the thing over your head?” 
Used in countless British, and many other country’s 
movies, the Thornton Pickard View Camera is the 
laypersons classic old camera. 
Now we non-lay people, that is us “knowledgeable 
serious camera collectors”; we also know that TP (as 
we in the game refer to them!) made some rather bulky 
Graflex type large format focal plane shuttered single 
lens reflexes. 
Many are also familiar with the Stereo Puck box 
camera, and a few even know of the odd “Limit” and 
“Snappa” smaller cameras that were produced by TP.  
Very few people however seem to be aware that TP 
produced a range of folding pocket cameras in the 

mid 1920s to 30s similar to the Folding Pocket Kodak. This was an attempt by TP to break into a 
market sector virtually monopolised, even in the UK, by the Great Yellow Father! More about those 
a little later.  
With all the legal stuff taking place in 1897, the Thornton Pickard company was actually formed in 
January of 1888. (Coincidently the year of introduction of George Eastman’s original Kodak.) 
 Thornton Pickard hit the market just at the time when photography was really taking off. Roll film 
was on the way, but in particular, the dry plate had 
revolutionized the process for the amateur 
photographer but the large format field/view type 
camera was still king. 
Thornton Pickard tapped into this market, and 
performed well through to 1896 when they 
introduced the cheap Amber model of their famous 
Ruby range of folding view cameras. The Amber 
was an instant success, and Thornton Pickard and 
its associated Ruby brand became really a 
household name. 
But the subject of this discourse is not a Thornton-
Pickard camera as we know it. In fact, if you saw 
this camera on a high shelf in an antique shop you 
may not even bother to get it down. “Just another 
Vest Pocket Kodak”, would probably be your 
reaction. 
But a THORNTON-PICKARD VEST POCKET is 
not something that you would even think of. (Pic 2) 
I intended to make this article one of those, “What 
is it?” stories, and I was even hoping I might have 
unearthed a really rare one off prototype or some 

TPVP 

Pic 1. A Thornton-Pickard Amber.  
The quintessential “old camera.” 

Pic 2. The Thornton-Pickard Vest Pocket “Ruby.” 
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such. But of course that always happens to someone else, you know how it is; but……… 
A lot of time researching and I have been able to track a very small amount of information about 
this little English beast. Enough to know it is not a one off, but little enough to prove that very few 
people seem to know much about TP’s foray into smaller format roll film cameras, and even fewer 
appear to know about the smallest of them, the Vest Pocket. So while it is not unknown, it IS rare.  
I hate using the overworked term rare in any description of a camera, but in this case it applies.  
It appears most of the folding roll film cameras sold as Thornton-Pickards, were in fact from 
Amalgamated Photographic Manufacturers Ltd. (APM) This organization was created in 1921 and 
was a merger of seven British companies that were trying to trade out of trouble. It included 
Kershaw, Soho, Marion, Rajar and others. APeM was the trademark used on cameras made by 
various manufacturers who made up APM. Most of APM’s cameras were based on American 
Ansco cameras, rather than Kodak’s. But then the Ansco’s looked like they were based on Kodak’s, 
so we come full circle.  APM’s cameras seem to be an amalgamation  –well what else would you 
expect!!!- of the features of most of the companies involved, so it assumes complete co operation. 
But they also produced the alphabetical range, the Altrex, Beltrex Celtrex, and  Deltrex, (all also 
remarkably hard to come by!) but if you happen to have ever seen one of that series, they look  
remarkably like Coronet folders, and Coronet was not tied in with APM at any stage, so …..???? 
Thornton –Pickard were also never officially involved in the APM, but it appears there was a share 
deal, and board places etc involved-YES, it went on even then-  and this association may have seen 
the deal that made TP a roll film “manufacturer”!  
All of that is confusing, and is an attempt to very succinctly describe a very complex situation in the 
British camera manufacturing field in the 1920’s for the purpose of placing our little TP camera in 
the context of its time.  
It appears that most of the TP roll film cameras carried the famous TP name “Ruby” but very little 
else in the way of identification. They were in production till about 1934, and were in various sizes. 
All sizes are scarce, but the tiny VP appears almost 
unheard of! 
I would like to say there is a really interesting and 
exciting story about obtaining this little camera in 
an exotic location where someone pressed it into 
my hand telling me it is a rare prototype, and would 
I take good care of it. 
Well …. unfortunately sometimes that is not the 
way we find cameras. 
I actually bought this one from one of out most 
reputable dealers. It WAS NOT cheap, and it came 
with the information that there was simply no 
information about it. Totally honest, the seller made 
no bones about the fact that he knew very little 
about the camera, but it appealed to me, and I think 
the dealer was a little surprised that I bought it as it 
was not a Kodak, but we struck a good deal, and I 
took it home. 
(Probably that dealer is reading this and will 
certainly recognize both the camera and the deal, so 
I hope you enjoy this little story!) 
The camera has the look and feel of a home hand 
made, one off type piece. It just does not have that professional, assembly line look about it. Tom 
Holliday, in his book, “Thornton-Pickard Cameras and Equipment”, says “The Vest Pocket ……. 
model is a ……. drop baseboard type with finder on the top left, choice of self setting or Compur 
shutter and lenses and a central loop pull out grip. A distinctive feature is the high sided 
baseboard” (Pic 3)  

 
Pic 3. The only other image I have been able to find 
of the TP VP, a line drawing reproduced in 
Holliday’s book. Presumably he got it from an old 
catalogue. 
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The highlighted features mentioned in this brief description of the camera from Holliday add to its 
amateurish appearance. 
Certainly the “finder on the top left” appears as though it was cut out by hand with a metal fret saw, 
and those two tiny screws that hold it together add to the affect. (Pic 4) The whole finder is just 
painted with matt black paint to seal the screw holes. 
The “cental pull out loop” and the focusing stop on the baseboard also appear to be hand cut and 
rolled from a piece of 
thin brass. Then just 
painted and not very well 
finished off! (Pic 5) 
The “high sided 
baseboard” unique I think 
in this type of camera, 
appears well made, 
except for the extension 
from the actual camera 
body and the hinge, 
which are not leather 
covered and again poorly 
painted. (Pic 6)  
The other really 
amateurish item on the 
camera is the tooling in 
the leather covering. 
The actual covering is 
lovely; looks like real, 
neatly grained leather, 
but the tooling looks 
hand done. The tooling 
lines are wider in some 
places than others, (Pic 7) 
and some of the patterns 
are off centre. 
The hole that holds the 
red window frame counter also looks hand cut, both in the 
leather covering and the actual aluminium back of the camera. 
There has also been no attempt to cosmetically finish this hole.  
The folding clasp at the front that doubles as the vertical stand 
for the camera is a piece of nice, I think, brass, but it too 
appears crudely cut and fashioned to shape, and very poorly 
riveted to the body. (Pic 8) 
The overall affect is that the camera looks like a one off 
possible prototype. 
Maybe this IS the first one made for the Thornton-Pickard 
board to check over before going into production. Wouldn’t 
that be wonderful, but wishful thinking I fear. 
The exterior of the camera still appears in pristine condition, 
except for the wear on the brass pull loops and viewfinder. 
The lens standard again appears hand cut from the base metal, but its crystalline “Japan Crinkle” 
finish is still nice, even on the edges, and was definitely not done in a home workshop! I actually 
scraped a little of the finish at the back and uncovered white metal, not brass. 
The interior of the camera does exhibit quite a bit of wear, and this shows a lot of brass used in the 
interior construction. (Pic 9) The whole back of the body is a brass extension moving the film plane 

Pic 4. The “home made” looking 
viewfinder. 

 
Pic 5. Shows the focusing position 
release loop (Top centre) AND the 
central pull loop. (Centre) Also the 
“high sided” baseboard. 

Pic 6. The baseboard is attached to 
what appears to be an “add on’ to the 
body, and is not leather covered and 
poorly painted. 

Pic 7. The leather tooling.  
This shows the poor quality, as though 
hand done. Tooling is on the back of 
the camera. It is the same on other 
sections of the leather covering. 

Pic 8. The folding front clasp / foot. 
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out 1cm. but as previously stated the actual camera back is aluminium. This back shows some wear 
around the edges. There is a sticker on the inside of the back that states the camera uses APEM or 
Rajar Roll film, again indicating the cameras true origins. 
There are a number of very nice, 
and seemingly factory made 
features to the camera. 
The lens and shutter are well 
finished, and the tubular shutter 
release and cable release housing 
is beautifully made. (Pic 10) The 
lens and shutter housing do show 
some wear too, so the camera 
definitely has had some use.  
The chromed pieces are all well 
made and finished; the struts, the 
sliding back clasp, the slide rails 
for the lens standard, and the piece 
de resistance, the superb deco 
styled film wind handle. (Pic 11) 
Having said all of the above, the 
camera is firmly identified as a TP. 
The lens is a Ruby Anastigmat. 
Almost enough on its own to ID 
the camera. The shutter is of the 
Everset type, and has 5 speeds plus 
B&T. The shutter (Pic 12) bears 
no identification. I removed the 
lens/shutter assembly from the 
camera and went as far as 
removing the shutter face, but 
found no clue to the identity of the 
manufacturer on either the front or 
back of the shutter. 
But of course, the final and 
probably easiest identification was 
the intertwined TP logo inside the circular “British Made –RUBY” 
plate attached to the front of the baseboard. (Pic 13)  

So did I write and illustrate this article 
just to highlight another camera I found, 
albeit a rather rare and little known 
piece, but easily identified and recognizable as a nice piece of British 
photographic history? Not quite! 
The reasons behind this article are all of that, but……… There still 
appears to be something not quite right about this cute little camera. It 
appears very amateurishly made in lots of ways, but it does not 
appear to be just “adapted” as a lot of cameras were by their owners 
in the 20’s and 30’s for particular uses. It has many features that are 
common to other English roll film cameras of the day. The back clasp 
is from Soho, the tubular shutter release from Coronet, the film used 
is Rajar etc. (Pic 14) Typical of the photographic manufacturing 
scene in Britain in the 1920’s. But, is our little TPVP a very early, 
“experimental” TP prototype, market test or sample? Or is it a total 

mock up? Who knows?              Happy Hunting.            Lyle Curr. 

Pic 9. The interior. 
The arrows show “brassing,” 

presumably from use! 

 
Pic 10. The well finished lens / 
shutter and release assembly.

 
Pic 11. The lovely winding key.

Pic 12. The RUBY lens. 

 
Pic 13. The TP ID plaque. 

Pic 14. “Use APM or  
RAJAR Roll Film” 
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      Herb Parker 
 
My first SLR way back in 1964 was a second hand Pentax SV with Super Takumar f1.8/55, a great 
camera, which gave me wonderful service for many years, and which I still have. It had in fact 
belonged to my former boss, who bought it on my advice but then died, so I bought it from his 
widow. My reason for suggesting it to him at the time was that it had the then “universal” 
Pentax/Praktica screw mount, for which there was any number of lenses available. Over the years of 
course I acquired some more lenses for it, and when I eventually decided I needed a second body, 
with TTL metering, naturally I bought a second hand Spotmatic II, which I also still have and use. 
By this time I had quite an extensive array of lenses, and that got me interested in SLR bodies, 
which accept the M42 screw mount. Eventually, as we all know, it became difficult to find a decent 
body, which accepted 
“universal” M42 lenses, apart 
from Prakticas and Zenits. That 
is how I eventually came to 
buy a Voigtländer Bessaflex 
TM, which I love, and which I 
have written about in “Back 
Focus” before. 
 
I happen to like the M42 
mount, even though some 
“experts” now consider it to be 
obsolete. I can’t think why; 
OK it has been around for a 
while, but the Edison screw 
light globe has been around for 
more than 100 years, and 
nobody calls that obsolete. The M42 mount is simple and uncomplicated, and I have rarely come 
across an M42 lens where the diaphragm does not work. Somebody once said to me: “But if I have 
to change lenses in the dark I would much prefer a bayonet mount”. Why anyone would want to 
change lenses in the dark escapes me, and in any event how would one line up the relevant red or 
green dots in the dark? But back to M42 SLR bodies. 
 

I was at the Redcliffe (Qld) flea market 
one day around 2000, and saw a 
somewhat battered but working black 
Ricoh Singlex TLS with lens for $10, so I 
bought it. The self-timer lever was 
missing, the meter did not work and there 
was quite a lot of dust or dirt on the 

viewing screen. The Rikenon lens (I think it was an 
f2/50) was clean and working, but the focusing mount 
was very dry. Some time later a collector friend 
mentioned the Rikenon f1.4/55 lens, which he said was 

The beloved Voigtländer Bessaflex TM. 

Ricoh Singlex TLS. 

Meter detail on the Singlex TLS. 
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highly regarded, and which of course is a standard lens for the Singlex TLS. Some time after that 
another friend, at a Cameraholics meeting in Brisbane, was selling such a lens, which I bought for 
$20. That meant I had a very nice lens on a rather battered body. I started looking for a better body, 
but that eluded me for years. I did manage to find a very nice chrome Singlex II, with Rikenon 
f1.7/50 (for $60 back around 2002). Somehow the original lens which came with the black Singlex 
TLS got lost among a lot of other stuff I sold at a Cameraholics market, but that did not matter, I 
still had two Singlexes and two lenses. 
 
Some years later, in late 2009, I was passing through Mittagong on my way to a camera market in 
Canberra. Of course I had to look at what was on offer at Photantiques! Lo and behold, there was a 
very nice and fully working chrome Singlex TLS with a Hanimex 28 mm lens for $30. I snapped it 
up of course, and it now graces my shelves with the Rikenon f1.4/55 lens, the battered black 
Singlex TLS having been relegated to “spare”, with an equally “spare” Pentacon f1.8/50.                                   
 
I think that both the Singlex cameras and the f1.4/55 lens are quite interesting. According to what I 
have been able to find on the Internet, when Ricoh decided to produce an SLR they bought the 
design for the Nikkorex F, which I understand had been made for Nikon by Mamiya, and which had 
just been discontinued. There are suggestions that the design was in fact originally by Mamiya as 
the Mamiya Prismat. Be that as it may it is not surprising that the first Ricoh Singlex, sold from 
1964 to 1966, was almost identical to the Nikkorex F, with an optional “fit on” CdS meter, Copal 
vertical travel metal shutter and Nikon mount (although not quite the same – apparently Nikon 
lenses fitted the Singlex OK, but Ricoh lenses were difficult to fit to a Nikon). I have never seen a 
Singlex, but would love to have one. Sears Roebuck also sold the Ricoh Singlex under their own 
brand. According to my 1997/98 McKeowns it is worth USD 120-180, which would make it the 
rarest of the three Singlex models listed in it.  
 
Not too long afterwards Ricoh must have decided that an SLR with M42 mount would sell better, 
and in 1968 they brought out the Singlex TLS (presumably the TLS stands for “through lens 
metering, screw mount”) with M42 mount and TTL “match the needle” stop down metering. It was 
a fairly conventional M42 SLR, evidently intended to compete with the Spotmatic. But even though 
the TLS was quite rugged and nicely made, with arguably a better shutter than the Spomatic, it 
seems that there are not too many around, as it took me years to find a decent one. My McKeowns 
lists them as being worth USD 65-100 for either black or chrome versions, which to me suggests 

they may be reasonably 
common in the USA, but 
certainly not here. As was the 
case with the first Singlex, 
Sears also sold the Singlex 
TLS under their own brand, 
and by K-Mart as the Focal 
TLX. 
 
The TLS is a little unusual in 
that the shutter speed dial is 
on the front of the camera, 
with ASA range 8 - 800. 
Shutter speeds are B and 1 to 
1/1000, with flash 
synchronization to 1/125 
second. As already mentioned 
the shutter is a vertical travel 
metal Copal, which we all 
know is rugged and reliable, 
and arguably one of the best 
shutters ever made. The flash 

Now with interchangeable viewfinders, the TLS 401. 
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sockets (X and M) are on the side, just below the rewind knob. This unusual placement of the flash 
sockets, and the front shutter speed dial, suggest that the TLS may have originally been a Cosina 
design. I have a somewhat battered SLR with no make on it, but I have been able to identify it as a 
Cosina. It also has the shutter speed dial on the front, which is very unusual, and the flash sockets 
are also identical. My Bessaflex TM, which I know was made by Cosina, also has the (single X) 
flash socket in the same position. This suggests that Cosina may have made the Singlex for Ricoh – 
from what I have been able to find out there was a lot of cooperation between the various Japanese 
makers. The meter button on the left of the lens works just like a Spotmatic, and that about sums it 
up. I have not yet used my TLS, but I hope to. 
                                                                                              
About three years after the TLS appeared another version of it was produced, basically the same but 
with interchangeable viewfinders, called simply the TLS 401. The prism housing looks different, 
and this model is not listed in (my old) McKeowns, so it is probably the rarest of them all. I have 
never seen one, and the above information comes from the Internet. 
 
An improved version of the Singlex TLS appeared in 1976. The Singlex II differs from the TLS in a 
number of ways. It has the same shutter and lens mount but it looks different, the conventional 
shutter speed dial is on top of the camera, it has a hot shoe, and the meter button is a push button 
affair to be worked with the right hand. Flash contacts are the same as the TLS, and also X and M. I 
used the Singlex II for a couple 
of years and found it worked 
very well, with an accurate 
meter, but for some reason the 
battery in the meter tended to 
go flat quite quickly, which is 
why I stopped using it. Again 
the Singlex II is not common, 
and like the Singlex TLS may 
have been made by Cosina. I 
have never seen another one, 
and they are worth USD 80 – 
120 according to my 
(admittedly now elderly) 
McKeowns. 
 
The Rikenon f1.4/55 lens is 
also interesting. It is in fact a 
Tomioka design, and the same 
lens was also sold under the 
Tomioka, Yashica, Chinon, 
Sears and possibly Mamiya 
brands. The one I have is M42 
mount, but there was also an earlier version with Nikon mount for the original Singlex. Interestingly 
this lens is apparently worth a lot more when branded Tomioka than any of the other brand, which 
is surprising because collectors normally don’t seem to go for generic lenses. I have used mine and 
found it to be very good but nothing exceptional. User reports on the Internet vary, but seem to 
agree that it is fairly soft when used wide open, and not as good as the Super Takumar or SMC 
Takumar f1.4/50, which are also more compact. But given that, by any reasonable standard, those 
Takumars are really outstanding that is not surprising. 
 
Summing up to my mind the four camera series of Ricoh Singlexes makes a highly collectible little 
group. They are very well made, nice to look at, not easy to find and eminently usable for those who 
want to. To me my two Ricoh Singlex SLR’s show that it is still possible to collect interesting and 
relatively uncommon cameras and lenses, without breaking the bank.   

Ricoh Singlex II. 
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From the collection of Ralph London, the later 
model Scénographe with black bellows. 

A Thornton-Pickard Amber. As Lyle Curr says, 
“The quintessential old camera.” 

Geoff Harrisson tells of the Casca camera series 
from 1948-1949. 

Herb Parker explains how Ricoh Singlex led to a Bessaflex! 

At our AGM. 


